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About This Content

Zombe Survival Pack - The Latest DLC extension for AGFPRO

Zombie Survival Pack DLC is an extension to Axis Game Factory’s AGFPRO line of products, geared to allow users the ability
to rapidly create game levels and maps in real-time without having to program, model or animate.

This asset pack contains over 70 custom items to be used in Zombie, Horror and Survivor FPS or other modern themed games.
The assets are interactive to support game play in AGFPRO and Zombie FPS, each item has been created with a low poly count

with quality textures.

Exciting and interactive items include the following:

A3 Assault Rifle

Shotguns x10

Awl

Katana
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Fire Extinguisher

Pitchfork

Tactical knife x3

Tactical katana w/ scabbard

Baseball Bats x3

Nail Bat

Golf Club

Machete x2

Crowbars x3

Hammer

Bolt Cutters

Pickaxe

Scythe

Mallet

Hatchets x2

Shovels x3

Flash Light

Meal Pack

First Aid Kit

Metal Canteen

Folding Shovel

Hand Held Radio

Small Machete w/ sheathe

Paring Knife

Steak Knife

Small Bread Knife

Meat Cleaver

Fork Knife
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Carving Knife

Chef's Knife

Boning Knife

Bread Knife

Cast Iron Skillet

Cast Iron Pot

Cast Iron Frying Pan

Handgun

Police baton

toolbox open and closed

wrenches x6

Zombie Survival Pack DLC works with AGFPRO and Zombie FPS – is compatible with Unity 5

*AGFPRO 3.0 is required to use Zombie Survival Pack DLC
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Title: Axis Game Factory's AGFPRO - Zombie Survival Pack DLC
Genre: Animation & Modeling, Design & Illustration, Education, Software Training, Utilities
Developer:
Axis Game Factory LLC
Release Date: 1 Jul, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or better

Processor: Intel Core 2 Due / AMD Athlon x2 or better

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia Geforce 6600 / ATI Radeon X800 (shader model 2.0+) or better

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 700 MB available space

Sound Card: N/A

Additional Notes: On 64 bit machines the following must be installed - Microsoft Visual C++ Redist (64)

English
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Excelent game feels amazing to come back and play it after 7 years! long story plenty of side content like replaying all the bonus
missions love the stud grind to get charaters and vehicals fav chararcter: desert enemy from raiders of the lost ark. fav vehical:
zeplin from indy 3 10\/10 excelent game. I sampled this game's early stages, and despite some questionable inventory design and
illogical puzzles the atmosphere and plot (the story is told entirely through notes) was really rather engaging.

The beauty of the Unreal Engine 4 shone through, if not exactly the best use of it I'd ever seen, and overall it was looking like a
really enjoyable and spooky horror story.

Having played 81 minutes now I've had it refunded - what looked truly like a great little indie game was an ultimate failure, let
down by a game design choice which absolutely destroyed it from around 40 minutes of gameplay onwards.

Initially we had a spooky mansion setting, and quite a gripping one at that - foreboding atmosphere and some nice ambience as
well as the gothic look of the place made this compelling enough to want to go on. And unfortunately that was where it
unravelled - that initial setting was by far the best area, as once you end up deeper in the game and are introduced to the entity
which pursues you, it loses every ounce of fun and atmosphere and just becomes a horrible chore.

It has an entire four sections in a row which are basically complete copies of each other, all of whom where you get stalked by
literally the most boring, unconvincing enemy you'll ever see and will die time and time again.

What promised so much just turns into a vile grind, and isn't worth your time.

To add insult, there are no configuration options in the menu (forget choosing resolution, folks), and as soon as this game went
into retail, the dev simply stopped responding to the forum and presumably took the money and ran.

It's as if they got bored and wanted to wrap it up and gave no real thought to how the game would develop, which is a huge
shame because it promised so much and delivered, ultimately, a borefest.

Extremely disappointing and absolutely not recommended.. The same bugs which need some fixes and asap. The graphics aren't
the best as they promised , and to tell you the truth unless they won't fix it don't ever bother to get in touch with it.
The money just gone for nothing, i really try to mention Milestone the bugs i have now , and the sooner the better to notify
them.. I, a random internet stranger, completed every puzzle in this game, without any hints. Surely you won't let a random
internet stranger one-up you, right?

More seriously: This game is basically "Think Outside Of The Box: The Game". In almost every one of the 225 levels, you're
given a box to think your way out of. You start with some nice boxes, moving on to more evil boxes one by one. New mechanics
are introduced throughout the game, and the game wastes no time at all forcing you to use them in several utterly unorthodox
ways each.

The game has a very nonlinear worldmap, so if you get stuck on a few levels you can just go complete some other levels instead,
then come back with a fresh outlook and an epiphany waiting for you. You'll definitely be happy about this nonlinearity,
because this game, more than any other game, has the unique ability to make you think "This level is literally impossible". You
don't just get the feeling that it's just very hard and you haven't found the solution yet, you literally think "Yep, there's absolutely
no way this can be done." You're always wrong, of course. The correct statement would probably be "Yep, there's absolutely no
way this can be done using the techniques I am aware of". So you need a new technique, a new approach. And guess what: The
new approach is always outside the box. Sometimes outside several boxes at once.

The game is not unfair. The rules of the game are ridiculously simple. To solve the puzzles, you need to learn to understand them.
For each word in the game, you need to understand two things: what the word means, and what the word doesn't mean. The game
loves to mess with your preconceptions like that: for example if there's nothing on screen meaning "LAVA IS HOT", then lava isn't
hot, no matter how intimidating it looks.

If you're out of ideas on some level, try to think backwards. What needs to be where for YOU to WIN? What needs to happen to
achieve that? Very often, the game wants you to plan ahead and build a certain setup, one you can't just find through trial and
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error, but one that becomes way more obvious when you think about what needs to have been done.

Later on in the game, you'll notice that the game has secretly begun to build more boxes around you while you were playing it. It
lulls you in, repeatedly shows you things you'll come to expect, acts like there is an underlying structure to things beyond just the
written rules. And then... it just starts subverting your expectations, mercilessly, one by one, without even breaking any of its rules.
It's absolutely magnificent to experience, and it's all your own fault for believing there are limits in the first place.

The game has an unlimited undo feature, and it's the one feature you'll use most in the game. You will live the undo, breathe it. It is
a good feature.

Now get to it, buy this game.. Does this game generate unsolvable puzzles ?
I was playing a 3x3 board, and the numbers in order from top-left to bottom right were:
  1 2 3 4 5 6 8 7
I think that might be unsolvable.
I'd like to request a bug fix.
Either way, it's a fun game, if you like tile-shifting puzzles, which I do.. This basic game structure of the units attacking across at
each other works pretty well sometimes, but in this case the general lack of combo effects and other special abilities makes every
fight play out more or less the same.. get the xtazy with great and amazing soundtracks , the Endless Fun Music !!!. PC port still has
all actions displayed as xbox controller buttons. Have to go look up what each key does for every new action introduced. Can't bind
to non-standard buttons on mouse. Lazy PC port. If you want to play game buy on console or use controller. It's supposed to be a
difficult game in the first place, but if it's not going to let me set up the controls the way I want and actually show them then I'm just
not going to bother.. If there would be a neutral I would pick that instead of negative.
The game is not bad, just not something I enjoy for longer time.

It just reminds me too much of a (free to play) mobile title with a lot of repetition and grinding.
For people who really enjoy the combat it may be a good investion, but there the game is just not tight enough for me.

I recomend all to try the demo, to see if you like the gameplay or not.

+ Quite unique puzzle gameplay.
+ The game is all in all quite well done, no big bugs noticed to now.
+ The characters play different, the enemies and the levels as well.
+ And there are upgrades which also change the way you play, making them more than gimmicks
+ There are quite some (optional) challenges later.

- The "random" generated levles can have big differences in difficulty
- The game seems to be made with mobile also in mind.
- The game gets a bit grindy and the randomness is not always fun.. This game is different ... yes different from other in the LEGO
game series. But just that does not make this game bad. It could be enjoyable if not for some strange changes to game mechanics.
The worst change is inability to change character at any time when you're in the hub. Ok, maybe it could be impossible while you
haven't completed story arc, but you actually can change character at any time, as long as you've unlocked that character and went
to the place when it might be roaming ... yes, that last part is one of the worst changes. You want to use specific character in the
hub, go find it, at you can't be 100% sure where it is standing right now. Second worst change is kinda related. When you want to
complete bonus\/treasure missions, you need to use specific characters. Guess what? You have to switch both of your characters
(P1 and P2) to those two, that you need in this mission. Otherwise, even if you've unlocked needed characters, game won't switch
them automatically. It will only say, that you need eg. someone with a crystal skull and an explosive. 3rd change, which is not so
bad, but still, that is what makes this game so very different - story adventures are short, single area tasks. This is different from
both previous games and those being released after IJ2 (actually, maybe Harry Potter was a bit similar with it's classroom levels,
but this actually had sense).
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Well the most frustrating and rage inducing game i ever tried.Maybe i am an idiot but the controls are just not good enough to
do the the levels where you have to be fast because the tiles break after like 2 seconds under you.The ball feels too much
unresponsive to be able to stop it at the precise moments.
Okay there are levels where i can take the slower aproach( i will never think about doing the time records) but where you have
to be fast and do things with good relflexes the controls feel to unreponsive for fast movements.Or maybe it is the phisics of the
ball that it needs some time to stop or turn so maybe it is me only that are not used to these kind of games but it is realy hard for
me maybe i should try it with a controller and would have better results.

So all in all if you like hard(i mean realy hard at least in my point of view) games where you need good control skills and good
reflexes you will have a good time with this game and i recommend it but for those who can't take multiple fails in seconds steer
clear or you will rage like hell(or like me).So for gamers who like casual puzzles i wouldn't recommend it even if it is saying
casual in the game tags.. A poor attempt at an atmospheric walking simulator. It feels half finished and unpolished .

The Oculus Rift experience was very poor mostly due to the game failing to achieve 75fps even on low quality settings (with a
GTX780).

Not worth it.. is it a seperate route or more stations for the London to Faversham route?

. Error 404 : Challenge not found. This game gives me encephalon injury.. Enjoyable train. The actual A1 is a good looking
beast and so is this rendition, although it is lacking in detail and showing its age, but at the sale $4.49 price it's worth getting.
Sounds are mediocre but passable, and its easy to drive and get up some speed. The smoke and steam is also too low and a tad
disaapointing, but all in all, a nice loco.. I am a person who grew up playing JRPGs, but I've never been a big fan of some
WRPGs or RPGs on PC. In my opinion, sometimes they seem to bog the player down managing trivial details such as repairing
armor, managing backpack space, and the narrative falls far behind. I was pleased to see that this game has an interesting
campaign and the gameplay does not bog the player down in senseless micromanaging.

Disciples Gold: Sacred Lands is a pretty good, but dated game. I bought this on a steam sale for $0.79, and I think it will yield
many great hours of gameplay. The game seems pretty well done as far as the presentation is concerned. The game play took a
little bit of figuring out, but I'd say I've pretty well got it now and I've never read the manual. To me, it reminds me a little bit of
warcraft when it comes to the overworld and resource management. The fights play out like a simplified version of a turn based
game. You do not really control what actions the players take or the order in which they take turns, but you control who they
attack or heal, as well as the ability to skip players or run away. So, in some regards, it plays out like a top down Strategy RPG,
but instead of the fight actions being represented merely as points of damage, it goes to a separate fight mode where the player
has the ability to influence the outcome of fights. Then after the fight is done, it goes back to the overworld.

All in all, I'd recommend the game, especially if you can get it on sale. 79 cents is a steal, and I'll be looking forward to playing
more of this game.. What the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 even is this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
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